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BACKGROUND
Knowing what frequency you are on has been the goal of many microwave operators. It
makes finding other operators easier. On higher frequencies with weak signals, getting
the antenna pointed in the right direction can be an issue and when combined with
frequency uncertainty can make the search from someone even more difficult. On digital
modes stability is not as much a preference or convenience as it is a necessity. We have
all made contacts without the desired stability, but having the stability opens up new
doors. The goals for apolLO were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Achieve superior stability in an LO (<1ppm)
Ability to “upgrade” from an internal reference to an external one easily
Drop-in replacement for DEMI MICROLO to minimize effort
Programmable from a PC using simple software
Excellent phase-noise characteristics
Inexpensive (around $100 a transverter, on par with the MICROLO pricing)
Enable digital communications on microwave bands through stability

FEATURES
-

Designed for 1016-1226 MHz synthesis, but can be setup for 800-1700 MHz
USB programmable (program and forget)
Dynamic optimization for temperature changes (automatically retunes PLL in the
event of loss of lock)
Accepts either on-board TXCO and external reference
Flexible reference input from 2 – 26MHz
Low power, consuming less than 2W
Exact size and connection replacement to DEMI MICROLO
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-

Lock indicator on board (reverse) and connections for external lock indicator
Excellent phase noise characteristics (-72dBc/Hz @ 100Hz, -82dBc/Hz @ 1kHz,
-88dBc/Hz @ 10kHz)
Superior stability limited only by quality of external reference which can be
shared among several apolLO boards

THEORY OF OPERATION
ApolLO I is a frequency synthesizer designed to operate in the 1.0—1.2GHz range for
use as a local oscillator (LO) but it can easily be adapted to operate in a window in the
700—1.7GHz range. It consists of five main sections. The power supply (section #1 in
Figure 1) can derive power from either the USB port or from the power connections on
the board. This is so that the board can be programmed via computer without a power
supply or transverter present. When the board is connected to a PC via the USB cable, all
sections on the board will be powered and the red LED on the reverse side of the board
will be lit (LED1).

Figure 1, PCB Sections

The board can also be powered via the power connections on the board (marked on the
back as 6-12V). The board will actually run off of up to 20V if necessary (more if higher
voltage caps are used on the input of the voltage regulator – up to 35V). When powered
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via a transverter or other external power source, the green LED on the reverse of the
board will be lit (LED2).
The power supply produces two supply voltages, 4.5-5.0V used for the microprocessor
and RF amplifier and 3.3V used for the synthesizer. Both supplies may also be used to
power a TCXO.
The second major section of the board is the microprocessor (µP) (section #2 in Figure
1). The microprocessor’s main purpose is to interface to the PC to collect information on
how to program the synthesizer (frequency, reference frequency, PLL settings, etc) and to
program the synthesizer with this information. The PIC 18F2550 was chosen because of
its ability to interface directly to USB without other components and because of its low
cost. The µP uses a 20MHz clock which is used to derive the internal clock for the µP
(48MHz) and the USB clock (also 48MHz for full USB 2.0 speed).
The PC software can query the board for configuration information as well as write
configuration information to the RAM or EEPROM (non-volatile) in the microprocessor.
On power-up, the microprocessor reads the local EEPROM containing the synthesizer
configuration and writes this to the synthesizer. The synthesizer has no non-volatile
memory for configurations itself.
The synthesizer needs a reference oscillator in order to function. This oscillator can be
anywhere in the 2–26 MHz (supplied to the XIN pin of the synthesizer). From this
reference, the synthesizer produces the programmed output frequency. Internally, the
synthesizer has a phase locked loop and the divider parameters for the loop can be
programmed in the part after power-up. A block diagram of the Si4133 is shown in
Figure 2 (the apolLO board actually uses the Si4113 part which does not include the IF
synthesizer shown in the figure). The ÷R and ÷N parameters change based on the desired
output frequency, phase detector update rate and the reference provided to the
synthesizer. A PC utility is provided to assist with both the selection of these parameters
and the programming of the board. It is not necessary to understand how the synthesizer
functions in detail to use the apolLO board, but many will find it interesting and will
enjoy experimenting with the board to better understand how it operates.
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Figure 2, Si4133 Block Diagram

The reference oscillator input to the synthesizer is mandatory an there are two methods
for obtaining a reference. First, space is provided for a TCXO on-board. As an option,
an ECS 10.000 MHz reference (±2.5ppm) TCXO and adjustment components can be
obtained. There is also space for two other styles of TCXO in case you happen to have
ready access to any of these other styles of TCXO. The pad layouts for these other
TCXO’s is provided as a convenience and interfacing these other TCXO’s to the
synthesizer has been accomplished based on best-guess for the layout of these
components. If you intend to use a different TCXO, be sure to verify the layout and
connections provided by the board meet your TCXO’s specifications.
The TCXO section of the board (section #3 in Figure 1) is relatively simple, providing
two possible voltages for the TCXO selectable by solder jumpers (SJ1, SJ2) and an
optional frequency control pot. TCXO’s that can have their frequency adjusted by
voltage are technically VCTCXO’s (voltage controlled temperature compensated crystal
oscillators). The board can also accommodate a TCXO that does not need the voltage
adjustment by not soldering any jumper on SJ2. Three pad layouts for TCXO’s are
provided. TCXO1 and TCXO2 are essentially the same, but TCXO2 also has additional
pins for some TCXO’s that have other connections. These connections are brought out
from the device so wires can be run where required. Again, if you choose to use either of
the TCXO1 or TCXO2 layouts, ensure that they are correct for you TCXO by measuring
voltages, etc. before soldering down your TCXO.
The TCXO may also be bypassed in lieu of an external reference input. The external
reference needs to provide a 0.5V – 3.6V peak-to-peak of reference signal (+7dBm - +24
dBm). We have run the board at -10dBm in the lab and it seems to perform well there
also. The supplied ECS TCXO provides a 0.8Vpp signal (+11dBm). If your reference
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output is higher than the maximum +24dBm, you may adjust the coupling capacitor C25
to decrease coupling to the synthesizer.
It is expected that many will prefer to use an external oscillator such as a 10.000 MHz
OCXO and then distribute this to a number of apolLO boards. This has several
advantages: First, only one oscillator needs to be kept on frequency in order for all
transverters to be on channel. Second, transverters are no longer affected by temperature
fluctuations (within operating specifications) that can cause frequency drift. This allows
you to place the reference in a temperature controlled environment (such as a shack) and
place the transverters anywhere (such as tower mount) and realize no drift due to
temperature change on the transverter itself. And third, the overall cost of
implementation is lower since only one accurate master oscillator is needed and then
simple BNC-to-BNC coaxes can connect the reference to all of the transverters.

REFERENCE SELECTION
The reference input is provided with the large number of surplus high-stability 10 MHz
references in mind. If you happen across a high stability frequency reference with a
different frequency from 10MHz, you may also use it provided it is between 2-26 MHz.
Because the N and R dividers are programmed directly from the µP which has been given
instructions from the PC, these values must reflect your reference frequency—in other
words you must program the reference frequency in the PC software if you use something
other than 10MHz. The PC software is designed to assist with the proper selection of
these parameters, but for background here are the formulas that govern the software:
F 

Fref
R

MHz

Where Fφ is the phase detector update rate, Fref is the reference frequency input and R is
the R-divider parameter. Then:
Fout  F  N MHz

Where Fout is the output frequency and N is the N-divider parameter. For optimal phase
noise performance, it is best to keep Fφ as large as possible up to a max of 1 MHz.
Generally, in a PLL environment, the phase detector rate is often set to the channel
spacing size so that the R-divider can be used to increment through the available
channels. In our case, the oscillator will generally not be changed once set (at least for a
while) and so optimizing phase noise performance is the most important consideration.
The synthesizer is designed for a phase detector update rate of equal to or less than
1MHz, however.
So with a reference frequency of 10MHz, an R-divider of 10 and an N-divider of 1136,
we will produce an 1136MHz output (as would several other combinations). Simply
changing the reference frequency to 20MHz would then produce a phase detector update
rate of 2 MHz (outside of operating parameters) and an output frequency of 2272MHz,
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also outside of the operating range. As you can see, the R-divider would have to be
increased to 20 in order to get our oscillator back on frequency. So if the reference
frequency is changed, the parameters for the synthesizer also have to be changed.
The synthesizer (section #4 in Figure 1) uses two external inductances to set the
operating range of the two internal RF synthesizers. For this design, the objective was to
fashion a PCB that would cover 1016 – 1226MHz. This range safely encompasses the
required starting LO frequencies for each of the DEMI transverter designs as can be seen
in the table below:
Band
2304 MHz
3456 MHz
5760 MHz
10368 MHz

FMICROLO
1080 MHz
1104 MHz
1123.2 MHz
1136 MHz

Multiplier
2
3
5
9

FLO
2160 MHz
3312 MHz
5616 MHz
10224 MHz

A 1296 LO may also be synthesized as 1152 MHz if required.
The design, then, set the midpoint of RF1 synthesizer to 1069.5 MHz and RF2 to 1167.4
MHz. These values were chosen to give complete coverage across the desired
intermediate LO frequencies above and also have some overlap (25%) in the two
synthesizer ranges. This called for external inductances of 3.1nH and 2.8nH,
respectively. Rather than spend money on expensive high-accuracy inductors, the board
is fashioned so that the “ones digit” of the inductance come from an external inductor and
the remainder of the inductance from PCB traces, taking into account the PCB material
(FR4). RF1 uses a 1nH inductor and a 2.72mm trace inductor and RF2 uses a 2nH
inductor and a 0.87mm trace inductor. Since the tolerances are tight on the trace
inductors, solder mask has been left off of the traces so that the inductors may be slid
around if necessary to compensate for manufacturing error. Also, you may want to
operate the LO outside of this range or use the board for an unforeseen application that
might require different inductances. The details on setting the inductances can be found
in the data sheet from Silicon Labs available at http://www.silabs.com.
Finally, the RF output of the Si41xx synthesizer can vary from -8dBm to +1dBm. Since
most LO chains or mixers require a higher output level, an integrated RF amplifier is
included on the board (section #5 in Figure 1). The ABA-54563 is a 20dB gain block
with a P1dB of 16dBm. This part is used in conjunction with a 10-turn potentiometer
(R11) so that the output signal level can be varied as required.
The board is designed to be a form-fit replacement for the MICROLO. The top of the
board is mounted to the inside of the case of a DEMI transverter with the two large
ground areas coming in contact with the top of the transverter. All LEDs and markings
as well as the voltage in, RF out and reference-in are designed to be accessed from the
rear of the board. The connections for RF out and voltage in are located in approximately
the same position as they are on the MICROLO and the reference input is located near
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what is the rear of the transverter. It is expected that most will use the apolLO with an
external reference connected to a BNC placed on the rear of the transverter.
Although the LO is designed to be run on a fixed frequency, it could also be dynamically
programmed through the USB port if desired. Software would have to be fashioned for
this purpose so if this is your desire, contact us directly and we can discuss how to
accomplish this.
If you are interested in experimenting with the apolLO board, you will want to obtain the
Si4133 family data sheet from the Silicon Labs website at http://www.silabs.com.

PROGRAMMING YOUR apolLO I
The apolLO I can be programmed either inside or outside of your transverter. Power
supply isolation is provided so that either the USB port can power the board alone for
programming or you can leave your transverter’s power connected and still connect the
USB cable for programming.
1. Insert the installation CD and follow the instructions when the CD starts for
installing the software. If the software does not start automatically, run setup.exe
on the CD. The software will install the apolLO programming utility.
2. Using the supplied USB cable (early kits may not include a cable – if you need a
cable, a simple USB to USB-mini B cable is required and can be obtained at most
any computer store), plug your apolLO board into your computer.
The red LED on the board should light signifying that it is powered from the
computer. All functions of the board are powered in any circumstance that the
green or red LEDs are lit. If your board is also installed and powered from a
transverter, the green LED will also be lit.
3. Your computer will begin communicating with the board and will recognize the
apolLO board and that it requires a driver. The balloon below should appear
followed by the Found New Hardware Wizard message in the next image. The
apolLO I has not been tested on Windows Vista as of this writing. A slightly
different procedure may exist for Vista.

Figure 3, Computer indication that the apolLO board has been found on USB bus
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Figure 4, USB driver wizard

4. As shown in Figure 4, you will be asked where to locate the driver for the
apolLO board by the Found New Hardware Wizard. Answer “no, not at this
time” when Windows asks if you would like to search for the driver and click
“Next>”.
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Figure 5, Select location of the driver

5. Select “install from a specific location” in the next dialog and point the
installation at the driver directory on your CD-ROM drive that came with your
apolLO board. In the example below, the CD-ROM drive is Drive “E,” but you
will want to substitute your actual CD-ROM drive. If you don’t know your CDROM drive’s drive letter, you can click the browse button, select “My Computer”
and expand with the “+” and find the drive letter by looking at the devices on your
computer. Be sure to include the “drivers” path on the end of the drive letter as
shown in Figure 6.
Now click “Next>”
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Figure 6, Driver location selection

6. The apolLO board will install as a “Custom USB Device” and not as a serial
device on your computer. Once the installation is complete, you may launch the
apolLO Programming Tool by clicking Start… Programs… apolLO… apolLO.
The apolLO Programming Tool pictured below will start.
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Figure 7, apolLO Programming Tool

Following is a description of each of the sections on the apolLO programming tool
application in Microsoft Windows.
1. Model number of the currently attached Printed Circuit Board
2. Current Firmware version of the attached PCB. Firmware is the software that
runs inside of the PIC microprocessor on the apolLO board.
3. Current lock status of the synthesizer. This can be “Locked,” “Weak Lock,”
“Poor Lock,” or “UNLOCKED”
4. Current frequency of the synthesizer. This should be in the 900MHz-1.2GHz
range for operation of a stock apolLO board. The board can be programmed
outside of this range provided the tuning inductors are changed.
5. Current phase detector update frequency. For best phase noise characteristics,
this should be as close to 1 MHz as possible. 1 MHz may not be possible for all
frequencies selected.
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6. The frequency in MHz of either the on-board or external reference
7. The synthesizer that is currently in use. The Si4113 has two synthesizers which
are independently tuned and the radio button selects the synthesizer in use. For
more information, see the Si4133 data sheet from Silicon Labs.
8. N-Divider for the current synthesizer. Note that this input box doubles for two
actual registers in the Si4113. The register in use is selected by which synthesizer
is in use (see number 7 above and block diagram in Figure 2 on page 4)
9. R-Divider for the current synthesizer (see block diagram in Figure 2 on page 4)
10. Adjusts the PLL phase detector gain inside the Si4113 synthesizer. Generally,
this should be left on “auto.” For more details, see the Silicon Labs Si4133 data
sheet.
11. Button to start the frequency wizard tool
12. Performs a software reset on the apolLO board by causing the PIC to initiate a
“RESET” instruction
13. Programs the current settings into the non-volatile EEPROM in the PIC. The next
time the board is powered, this is the configuration that will be used.
The tool will read the PCB model number, the firmware version and synthesizer status
from the board as well as some operational parameters and display these on this panel in
the first three lines. If you do not see anything on these lines, then the PC software is not
communicating with the board.
The board is generally programmed with an 1136MHz LO frequency from the factory.
The LO frequency and phase detector frequency are computed values from the other
parameters and cannot be directly changed, but are changed by manipulating the other
values. The reference frequency, N & R-dividers, synthesizer in use and loop filter Kp
can all be programmed. Some familiar with the operation of this synthesizer part or those
wanting to experiment may want to program these values directly. More detail on doing
this is provided later, but for now, we’re going to assume you are interested in
programming and installing the LO on a desired frequency.
7. Depress the button with the three dots on it to start the wizard. The button is
located to the right of the LO Frequency information. The LO Setup Wizard
simply helps you choose the right values for the synthesizer. You could calculate
these on your own, but the synthesizer can help select the values for you faster.
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First, select the type of reference you are using. If you select “Other External Reference”
you will be prompted for the frequency of the reference which must be between 2 and 26
MHz. Operationally, there is no difference in the on-board and external reference.
Press “Next” to continue.
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Next, you will enter your transverter type which will select your LO frequency or
intermediate LO frequency. If you are putting the apolLO into one of the DEMI
transverters listed, select the transverter and the settings will be automatically set. If you
are using a different transverter, select “Other” and the following pages of the Wizard
will help you calculate the necessary parameters. Press “Next>” to continue.

On the first line, you will enter the operation frequency of your transverter. This is the
exact frequency on the band you desire so be sure to include the “.1” for 100kHz into the
band if this applies.
In the second box, enter your corresponding IF frequency. This is the frequency that will
directly map to your transverter frequency so it should also have a “.1” at the end if this is
applicable.
Finally, select if your transverter will be Lo or High-side injection. A lo-side injection
transverter is one where the LO frequency is below the operations frequency. For
example above, your final LO would be on 24192.1 – 432 = 23760 MHz. A hi-side
injection transverter is one where the LO will be above the operation frequency. Again,
using the example above, it would be 24192.1 + 432.1 = 24624.2 MHz. Virtually all
amateur transverters are lo-side injection so if you don’t know, use lo-side.
Press “Next>” to continue.
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Next, the Wizard will provide you with several intermediate LO frequencies and the
multiplication factor required to get to your final LO frequency. The multiplier will, of
course, need to be added to the apolLO output in order to complete the LO chain and
obtain the final LO frequency as shown below.

The frequencies provided are suggestions if you have not yet constructed a multiplier
chain. They are derived by starting at 1 GHz and working up and down at the same time
and looking for good multiples that will produce good phase noise characteristics and that
are not prime numbers (Show us a x23 multiplier and we’ll be happy to include it in the
software). If you do not like any of these values, simply select Other and enter your own
multiplication factor such as “30.” Finally, click “Next>” again.
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The specifics about your LO are now displayed. In this case, it shows the final LO
frequency will be 23760 MHz and you will be required to supply a x20 multiplier in this
case. The apolLO will be set for 1188MHz and the phase detector update frequency will
be set at 1 MHz. To accept these values, click “Finish.” You may also click “Previous”
and go back or “Cancel” to throw away these values.
If you select “Finish,” apolLO’s active state will be programmed into the
microcontroller’s RAM memory and the oscillator will be set on frequency. You will
immediately get an indication if the LO is locked or not. If the LO will not lock on your
frequency, try switching synthesizers to the other one and see if that helps. You may also
change the R and N values to manipulate the phase detector update frequency. Note that
you need to keep the phase detector update rate below 1 MHz.
If you want to keep these values and set this to the start-up state of apolLO, you must
press the “Write EEPROM” button to store the configuration in non-volatile memory.
Otherwise, when the apolLO loses and regains power, it will be on the last programmed
configuration in EEPROM.

UNDERSTANDING THE SYNTHESIZER AND LOCK
The Si41xx will attempt to lock onto any frequency you give it an N and R value to lock
against. If the parameters provided are all in range of the synthesizer, you will achieve a
lock and the Setup Software will provide a blue “LOCKED” indication and the Blue LED
on the board will light solid. If, however, you are on the edge of the synthesizer range or
there is another problem, the synthesizer may not be able to lock. Unfortunately, this is
not always a “black and white” situation. Sometimes, the synthesizer will gradually lose
lock. In this situation, the Blue LED would normally begin to very slowly dim in
intensity as the lock weakened. Because we felt that this was an unacceptable way to
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report a lock failure (we can’t seem to make our eyes detect a 1% loss of light in an
LED), we have devised a better method for providing lock information. It works like
this:
The apolLO microprocessor samples the LDETB (lock detect) line of the synthesizer
about 10,000 times a second. After 1000 samples, the software examines the number of
times that a lock was detected. If there was a lock detect signal present in every sample
(100%), then the lock detect LED is lit solid and the Setup Utility reports the message
“LOCKED.”
If, on the other hand, it detects a 0-10% failure of lock detect, “Weak Lock” is reported
and the LED will blink fast. In this situation, we can guarantee that the resulting signal is
not pure carrier. You do not want to run the synthesizer in this mode, but we have setup
the board to give you an indication of the type of problem encountered for aid in setup
and troubleshooting. When lock is lost, the PLL will be operating open loop until lock is
reestablished and the resulting carrier will be wandering around. For a weak lock, this
can result is significant phase noise or even choppy reception as the LO wanders around.
Again, we recommend not using the LO in this situation.
The moment that the microprocessor detects a lock failure, it first tries to reestablish lock
by forcing the synthesizer to implement its internal auto-tune software. This software
attempts to compensate for inductor values on the part, temperature variations and the
like to get the oscillator back on channel. If a temperature drift is the cause of the lock
loss, initially the auto-tune algorithm in the synthesizer will be successful. This is
designed to automatically compensate for changes in temperature of the LO and the like.
If you are watching the LO when this happens, the software forces the lock LED to go
dark for approximately 20ms which appears as a short off blink. We tested this software
in the lab by rapidly cooling and heating the PCB and watching a series of retunes occur
successfully. In the field, these retunes generally would only occur with large
temperature swings (> 30º C) which might happen over a series of hours in a rover or on
a tower.
If the lock detect is lost for 10%-90% of the time, a “poor lock” is reported. A spectrum
plot of the carrier during an example period is shown in Figure 8 for information—again
you would not want to use the LO in this situation. Poor lock is reported more to let you
know how far from the edge of lock the LO is to help in adjusting the tuning inductors or
selection of an alternate frequency.
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Figure 8, Example Poor Lock Plot

A lock detect percentage of <10% is reported as UNLOCKED and you would not want to
use the LO in this situation either.

INSTALLING THE apolLO
The apolLO installs on the inside top of a DEMI transverter where the MICROLO would
normally go using the four screws that came with your transverter. Use the following
steps to install the LO:
 If you have an existing MICROLO, remove it by unscrewing the four screws
holding it to the transverter and unsolder the LO coax from the board and the
power lead.
 The +9V line coming from the transverter control board should be soldered in the
hole on the apolLO board marked +6-12V. This should be done on the “back” of
the PCB. In actuality, the board can handle up to 20VDC. Ground return is
through the screws in the lid of the transverter and the coax although you can run
a separate ground to the ground hole next to the +6-12V hole if you like.
 Connect the LO coax in the hole marked RF output on the apolLO. There is a
circular ring around the hole for connecting the ground of the coax.
 If you are using an external reference, it should be connected to the hole marked
“10 MHz REF IN” on the back of the board. Note that you may use other
reference frequencies from 2–26 MHz as discussed in the REFERENCE
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SELECTION section on page 5. Generally, I would expect a short run of coax to
a BNC bulkhead connector on the transverter for connecting a reference, but this
is left up to the individual.
If you are using an external reference, it should be connected in the hole marked 10 MHz
reference. The reference input can be 2-26 MHz and the apolLO should be programmed
with the reference frequency as mentioned above in the PROGRAMMING YOUR
apolLO I section on page 7.
When transverter power is turned on, both the greed LED (power) and blue LED (locked)
should be lit solid if the LO is programmed and locked on to the specified frequency.
If you would like to put an external lock LED on your transverter, two holes marked
LOCK can be run out to an external LED. Depending on your LED selection, you may
need to remove the existing LED on the board to ensure proper current/voltage makes it
to your LED.

PHASE NOISE CHARACTERISTICS
The apolLO’s phase noise characteristics are a function of two key subsystems. First, the
reference oscillator used by the synthesizer and the synthesizer itself. In addition,
parameter choices for operation can also affect the phase noise performance. The apolLO
has been tested with three references to date—a Z3801 GPS locked reference, an Isotemp
OCXO (model 134) and the ECS 2.5ppm TCXO. From a phase noise perspective, the
three of these are relatively similar in the results obtained.
Figure 9 shows a phase noise plot using the internal ECS 10MHz TCXO when the
synthesizer is tuned to 1136 MHz. The readings from this plot are as follows:
10 Hz
100 Hz
1 kHz
10 kHz
100 kHz
1 MHz

-53 dBc/Hz
-70 dBc/Hz
-80 dBc/Hz
-90 dBc/Hz
-110 dBc/Hz
-108 dBc/Hz

The phase noise at 1 MHz is slightly higher due to the phase detector spurs at this
frequency.
Figure 10 shows the same plot, but with an Isotemp OCXO model 134-10 at 10 MHz.
10 Hz
100 Hz
1 kHz
10 kHz
100 kHz

-65 dBc/Hz
-75 dBc/Hz
-82 dBc/Hz
-90 dBc/Hz
-110 dBc/Hz
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1 MHz

-112 dBc/Hz

Figure 9, ECS TCXO, 1136 MHz, 1MHz phase detector update

Figure 10, Isotemp OCXO 134, 1136 MHz, 1MHz phase detector update
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The Isotemp OCXO has better phase noise close in (in the 10-100Hz range) than the ECS
TCXO. If this oscillator is multiplied to 10224 MHz for use at 10 GHz, then the ECS
would have a close in phase noise of approximately -35dBc/Hz whereas the Isotemp
would be more in the -47dBc/Hz range. This tends to say that the ECS would be fine at
10GHz, but that above this frequency, a reference with better phase noise should be used.

Figure 11, apolLO with Z3801 10 MHz reference, 1136 MHz, 1MHz phase detector update

The phase noise numbers using the Z3801 appear much better than the OCXO close in,
but are a little misleading because the numbers actually peak to about -64dBc/Hz at
20Hz. The numbers for the Z3801 are shown below.
10 Hz
100 Hz
1 kHz
10 kHz
100 kHz
1 MHz

-70 dBc/Hz
-71 dBc/Hz
-82 dBc/Hz
-89 dBc/Hz
-108 dBc/Hz
-114 dBc/Hz

Other than the design of the synthesizer, the other key component in phase noise is the
update rate of the phase detector. The higher the update rate, the less close-in phase noise
is present. For most amateur applications, it will be easy to use a 1 MHz phase update
rate, but for some (5760 for example), a lower value will have to be used since the LO
frequency is not on an even 1MHz boundary.
Figure 12 shows the same plot, but with a 100 kHz update rate. As can be seen in the
table that follows, the phase noise is significantly worse at lower offsets from the carrier,
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but better above 100kHz. The supplied PC software attempts to maximize the phase
detector update rate to as high a value as possible. The synthesizer will not support a
phase detector update rate above 1 MHz.

Figure 12, apolLO with Z3801 10 MHz reference, 1136 MHz, 100 kHz phase detector update

Offset
10 Hz
100 Hz
1 kHz
10 kHz
100 kHz
1 MHz

100 kHz
-54 dBc/Hz
-68 dBc/Hz
-75 dBc/Hz
-81 dBc/Hz
-110 dBc/Hz
-128 dBc/Hz
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Difference / 1MHz
-16 dBc/Hz
-3 dBc/Hz
-7 dBc/Hz
-8 dBc/Hz
+2 dBc/Hz
+14 dBc/Hz
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FINAL COMMENTS
I hope you enjoy your apolLO I board and I hope it serves your LO needs. If you should
have any comments about the board, any recommendations or comments about the
documentation, I would be interested in hearing them. Please send your comments to
apollo@n5ac.com
Thanks & 73,
Steve, N5AC
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